This year's donor honor roll recognizes contributors to the mechanical and nuclear engineering programs within the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from December 1, 2009 through November 30, 2010. Gift amounts for individuals include corporate matching funds received in the same time period, as well as gift credit from other individuals, trusts and corporations. Degressees in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at The Ohio State University have been recognized in the list below and an * indicates deceased donors. The list also highlights those donors who have moved up to a new giving category by making their names red and boldface; additionally, new donors to the Department have been highlighted with black boldface text. Every effort has been made to be as accurate and complete as possible. Please bring any discrepancies, questions or concerns to our attention by contacting Les Barnhart (barnhart.1@osu.edu, include the word "correction" in the subject line) at 614-247-7297.

**$100,000+**
- Arun Singh
- Rohit Singh
- Bette L Stalker
- William Watkins, B 1953 and Elizabeth A Watkins

**$10,000+**
- Glenn R Baker and Jessie T Baker
- Gerald A Francis, MS 1951 and Mary J Francis
- General Motors Corp - North American

**$500+**
- John P Stumpf

**$5000+**
- Glen R Baker and Jessie T Baker
- ERG Management

**$250,000+**
- Michael Andrew Chacecky, BME 1983
- Dr Dennis A Guenther, MS 1971, PhD 1974 and Judith H Guenther
- Hal M Feightner*, ExxonMobil

**$1,000+**
- Dr Richard J Adams, MS 1964, PhD 1974
- American Electric Power - Columbus Southern Power - Dist
- Timothy D Angell, BS 1988
- Anonymous
- Arrow NP Inc
- William F Augsburger, B 1961 and Judith J Augsburger
- Gordon W Bricker and Norma Bricker
- William L Clippeard III, BS 1963 and
- Judith Anne T Clippeard
- Eaton Charitable Fund
- Educational Robotics of Central Ohio
- Richard H Fuller, BS 1964 and Barbara S Fuller
- Ralph B Goezel, B 1959
- Thomas A Greetham, BS 1981, MS 1982
- Derek A Guenther
- Robert N Hohenshil, B 1959
- Bassam A Honsi, BS 1984
- Dennis J Horazak, B 1968, PR 1972
- Sally J Kones
- Dr Gary L Kinzel, B 1968, MS 1969 and
- Evelyn L Kinzel
- Ralph D Lahmon, B 1963 and Linda N Lahmon
- Labized Foundation
- Dr Richard L Bohmer, B 1961
- Kyle M Brown, BS 2003, MS 2004
- Jack D Mahaffey
- Saeid Rahimian, MS 1982
- Superior Metal Products Inc
- Dr Allen R White, BS 1991, MS 2000, PhD 2007

**$2,500+**
- Gordon H Christman, B 1962 and Sharon K Christman
- Michael J Fagers, B 1979 and
- Mrs Mary Jo C Fagers
- Dr Adeune W Fentiman, MS 1977, PhD 1982 and
- Dr Allison F Fentiman Jr
- Mr Charles E Frost, BS 1981, MS 1982 and
- Michele W Frost
- Donald W Games, B 1947 and Yolanda F Games
- Dr Lawrence A Kennedy
- Mrs Dorothy U Sawyer
- William L Schultz, BS 1994
- Leonard Senkfor, B 1951
- Mark J Seiver, BS 1969

**$50,000+**
- Jef Geerts
- Dr Suresh K Sitaraman,
- PhD 1989
- and Kristine W OLED
- Dr Craig Adams
- and Shari J Albert
- Dr Robert A Siston,
- and Andrea S Arnholt
- and Dr Simon Song,
- BS 1981, PhD 1984
- George H Staab and Ellen M Staab
- Dr Robert R Strickland Jr,
- and Minglan Hu
- George H Staab and Ellen M Staab
- Dr Robert R Strickland Jr,
- and Christoff D Stoll
- Dr Robert J Leibowitz,
- PhD 2004
- and Steven J Stolz
- and Dr Marshall J Stolz
- and Michael J Stolz
- and Dr Marshall J Stolz
- and Dr Michael J Stolz